Ingle Law Firm Partners with CaseMax Case Management
System to Support New Operations in North Carolina
Ingle Law Firm, recently established by industry veterans, chooses a case management
system that will grow with their success.

[February 1, 2021 | Overland Park, KS] CaseMax today announced a partnership with
Ingle Law Firm, of North Carolina. As a newly established firm, Ingle Law Firm implemented
the CaseMax platform and went live January 19, 2021. The partnership with CaseMax
positions Ingle Law Firm to begin operations at an efficiency new law firms to the servicing
industry do not see.
“This is a fantastic example of the benefits an all-inclusive case management system can
provide. We are in a unique position to not only provide a turnkey case management
solution to the industry,” says Mike Zevitz, President of CaseMax, “but in the case of Ingle
Law Firm, to provide a technology foundation to poise the firm for success, then scale with
them as they grow.”
“We opted for a rapid implementation so we could begin using CaseMax immediately,” says
Grady Ingle, Founder and Managing Partner at Ingle Law Firm, “the process was fast and
well thought out, allowing us to start using the software even while behind-the-scenes
configurations and templates were still being created.”
The CaseMax system, a scalable platform, is designed to match the growth and expansion
of a law firm. As Ingle Law Firm continues to expand, CaseMax will match their needs
through its offering of more than 40 available integrations, resulting in cost reduction and
streamlined efficiencies.
# # #
About CaseMax

CaseMax is a leading software company providing case management systems to law firms operating
in the financial services industry. CaseMax offers a powerful, yet an intuitive solution, to overcome
the inherent complexities of default loan management by allowing a firm to leverage its resources
for greater efficiency, productivity, and ultimately a higher rate of return on investment. Learn more
about the company and its technology at www.casemax.com.

About Ingle Law Firm

The Ingle Law Firm combines the proven experience of a leading management team with an
innovative approach to providing unparalleled default legal services. Our mission at the Ingle Law
Firm is to be the leader in the default servicing space by exceeding the rigorous standards set by our
clients. For more information visit www.theinglefirm.com.

